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Genetic Deficiency of Complement
Component 3 does not Alter Disease
Progression in a Mouse Model
of Huntington’s Disease
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Abstract. Several genes and proteins of the complement cascade are present at elevated levels in brains of patients with
Huntington’s disease (HD). The complement cascade is well characterized as an effector arm of the immune system, and
in the brain it is important for developmental synapse elimination. We hypothesized that increased levels of complement in
HD brains contributes to disease progression, perhaps by contributing to synapse elimination or inflammatory signaling. We
tested this hypothesis in the R6/2 mouse model of HD by crossing mice deficient in complement component 3 (C3), a crucial
complement protein found at increased levels in HD brains, to R6/2 mice and monitoring behavioral and neuropathological
disease progression. We found no alterations in multiple behavioral assays, weight or survival in R6/2 mice lacking C3. We
also quantified the expression of several complement cascade genes in R6/2 brains and found that the large scale upregulation
of complement genes observed in HD brains is not mirrored in R6/2 brains. These data show that C3 deficiency does not alter
disease progression in the R6/2 mouse model of HD.
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INTRODUCTION

Huntington’s Disease (HD) is an adult-onset neu-
rodegenerative disease characterized by impaired
motor control and cognitive and emotional changes [1].
The disease is inherited in an autosomal dominant fash-
ion and is caused by expansion of a polyglutamine tract
in the ubiquitously expressed protein huntingtin. Neu-
rodegeneration is most severe in striatum and cortex,
but is ultimately observed throughout the brain.

∗Correspondence to: Paul J. Muchowski, Gladstone Institute
of Neurological Disease, 1650 Owens Street, San
Francisco, CA 94158, USA. Tel.: +1 415 734 2000; E-mail:
pmuchowski@gladstone.ucsf.edu.

In addition to these pathological hallmarks of HD,
several studies suggest that the innate immune system
is activated in HD. In blood from HD patients, sev-
eral cytokines and other proteins associated with innate
immune activation are elevated before—in some cases
several years before—disease onset, and their presence
may predict disease progression [2–4]. Inflammation
in the brain also predicts and correlates with dis-
ease progression. For example, microglial activation
occurs before symptoms appear and increases as dis-
ease progresses [5–7]. One aspect of the innate immune
response that is elevated both in the brain and in the
periphery of HD patients is the complement cascade.
Several proteins of this family, including C3, C4, C7
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and C9 are elevated in blood from HD patients [2, 3].
Microarray experiments reveal elevated transcription
of multiple complement proteins in brains from early
stages HD patients (Grades 0–2) [8] and immunos-
taining and in situ hybridization experiments show
that complement proteins are produced by microglia
and deposited on neurons in late stages of disease
(Grades 3–4) [9, 10]. Despite this accumulating evi-
dence of elevated levels of complement proteins in
HD, cause and effect relationships between comple-
ment and disease progression in vivo have not yet been
investigated.

The complement cascade has been well studied out-
side of the brain. It consists of soluble proteases that
can bind to pathogens and signal for their destruc-
tion, thus contributing to elimination of a variety
of infections. Upon binding, the initiating protease
of the complement cascade, generally either C3 or
complement component 1q (C1q), is activated and
cleaves the next protein in the cascade, thereby acti-
vating that second protease. Sequential activation of
further complement proteins leads to the formation
of a “C3 convertase” that drives a common series of
downstream events. These events include proinflam-
matory signaling, receptor-mediated phagocytosis, and
destruction of cell membranes by the end product of the
complement cascade: the membrane attack complex.
Several complement proteins can initiate the cascade,
but regardless of which one does so, activation pro-
ceeds through a C3 convertase complex that contains
C3 protein. Mice lacking a functional C3 gene (C3−/−
mice) are unable to undergo normal activation of the
downstream effector functions of the complement cas-
cade and are less adept at eliminating pathogens [11].
These mice do show some downstream complement
activation because other proteases can compensate for
lack of C3 [12], but this compensation is incomplete.

C3−/− mice show several interesting brain pheno-
types that may bear on the role of C3 in HD. Notably,
normal developmental synapse elimination is impaired
in C3−/− mice and in C1q−/− mice [13]. Wild-type
(WT) mice normally have low levels of C3 and C1q
in the brain, but they can increase expression dur-
ing inflammation, likely to control infection [14], and
during development [13]. Increased levels of C3 and
C1q in the brain during development may contribute to
synapse elimination via mechanisms similar to those
by which complement in the immune system mediates
phagocytosis of pathogens. Recent in vitro data shows
that C1q and C3 can bind to neurites and trigger their
phagoycytic removal by microglia. Even when initi-
ated by C1q binding, this process likely depends on

fragments of C3 protein that are deposited on the neu-
rite and recognized by microglial complement receptor
3 (CR3) [15].

In addition to complement upregulation during
developmental synapse elimination, complement syn-
thesis in the brain is also upregulated in other neurode-
generative diseases, including Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) [16], experimental autoimmune encephalomyeli-
tis and multiple sclerosis [17], nerve injury models
[18], AIDS-associated dementia [19] and glaucoma
[13]. Studies in C3−/− mice show that complement
can have a positive or a negative role in progression of
brain diseases. For example, when C3−/− mice were
crossed to a mouse model of AD, there was increased
plaque deposition and exacerbated neurodegeneration,
quantified by loss of neuronal-specific nuclear pro-
tein positive neurons in the hippocampus, implying
that complement C3 is beneficial in AD [20]. On the
other hand, retinal ganglion cells in C3−/− mice are
protected from retinal ischemia-reperfusion induced
cell death [21], illustrating that C3 is detrimental in
this context. Further, C3 outside of the brain can also
impact brain health. For example, in a mouse model
of multiple sclerosis, genetic ablation of the comple-
ment C3a receptor, which mediates some of the effects
of C3, attenuates disease, likely by impairing signal-
ing in macrophages and/or T cells outside of the brain
[17]. Given these mixed results, it is difficult to predict
a priori what role the complement cascade might be
playing in the brains of HD patients.

The time course of complement upregulation could
offer insight into the role of the complement cascade in
HD, but again the evidence is mixed, as different com-
plement proteins are upregulated with different time
courses in HD patients. Proteomic analysis of the blood
of HD patients revealed that premanifest HD patients
have elevated levels of complement components C4
and C7, but levels of C9 and clusterin are not altered
until advanced stages of disease [3]. Similarly, microar-
ray studies comparing brains from early stage (Grades
0–2) HD patients to controls show that patients have
increased expression of several complement mRNAs,
including C3 [9, 22]. However, late-grade HD brains
(Grades 3–4) show upregulation of a wider variety of
complement related proteins, including C3 and several
other components of the complement cascade, com-
plement regulatory factors, and complement receptors
[10].

The complement cascade is one of many aspects of
the innate immune system that is altered in HD [23].
Any of these interconnected elements could have ben-
eficial or detrimental effects on brain health. We chose
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to focus our experiments on the complement cascade
because there is strong evidence that complement in the
brain can play a role in neurodegeneration and because
the intriguing functional role of complement in synap-
tic maintenance is beginning to be elucidated. Further,
complement is an attractive target because it is upregu-
lated in HD and because efforts to develop complement
inhibitors for other inflammatory diseases are already
under way [24, 25]. Within the complement cascade,
we chose to focus on C3 because it is central to many
pathways of complement activation and signaling and
because several studies have shown that C3−/− mice
are a powerful tool for manipulating brain complement
activity.

To explore the role of C3 in HD, we crossed C3−/−
mice to the R6/2 mouse model of HD and monitored
disease progression. R6/2 mice transgenically express
exon 1 of the mutant human gene that causes HD. These
mice exhibit progressive behavioral and neuropatho-
logical deficits that culminate in premature death.
While neuronal loss is not apparent in these mice, they
do lose synapses overtime [26, 27] and this likely con-
tributes to behavioral phenotypes. We hypothesized
that R6/2;C3−/− mice would benefit from the absence
of this powerful destructive force and would show
slower disease progression than R6/2;C3+/+ mice.
However, we found that motor deficits, weight, sur-
vival and disease associated gene expression changes
in R6/2 mice were unaffected by genetic deficiency of
C3.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice

All animals were housed and handled in accordance
with the National Institutes of Health “Guide for the
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals”. All studies
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee of the University of California, San
Francisco. All animals were housed in a pathogen-free
barrier facility on a 12 h light/dark cycle.

R6/2 and WT mice on a mixed CBA and C57BL/6
background (stock # 002810) and C3−/− mice on a
C57BL/6 background (stock # 003641) were obtained
from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). These
mice were bred and progeny were used for behavioral
(Fig. 1) and HD associated gene expression (Fig. 2)
studies. R6/2 and WT mice used for characterization
of complement related genes (Fig. 3 and Table 2) were
generated from the sixth generation backcross of male
R6/2 breeders to WT C57BL/6 females.

Genotyping

Mouse tail DNA was analyzed by PCR to determine
genotype. The R6/2 transgene was amplified using the
forward primer [CGC AGG CTA GGG CTG TCA ATC
ATG CT] and the reverse primer [TCA TCA GCT
TTT CCA GGG TCG CCA T]. The wild-type and
mutant C3 alleles were amplified separately. The for-
ward primer [GGT TGC AGC AGT CTA TGA AGG]
and the reverse primer [ATC TTG AGT GCA CCA
AGC C] were used to amplify the wild-type C3 allele
while the forward primer [CTT GGG TGG AGA GGC
TAT TC] and the reverse primer [AGG TGA GAT GAC
AGG AGA TC] were used to amplify the Neo cassette
in the mutant C3 allele.

Behavioral assays

Open field
Spontaneous locomotor activity was measured using

an automated Photobeam Activity System (San Diego
Instruments, San Diego, CA). Before testing, mice
were acclimated in the testing room for 1 h. During
testing, mice were placed into a clear plastic test-
ing chamber (41 × 41 × 30 cm) for 15 min. Horizontal
and vertical movements were detected by photobeam
arrays traversing the testing chamber. Testing cham-
bers were cleaned with 70% alcohol after each session.

Balance beam
The balance beam apparatus consisted of two ele-

vated plastic platforms, approximately 53 cm high,
joined by a 38 cm long plastic beam. The starting
platform was open, while the finishing platform was
enclosed by an opaque plastic box. To determine per-
formance on this assay, mice were placed on the
starting platform and the experimenter measured the
time required for the mouse to walk across the beam
to the finishing platform.

At each time point (4, 8, and 12 weeks of age),
the balance beam assay began with two training tri-
als, where the mouse was placed on the starting
platform and guided across the beam by the experi-
menter. Testing trials were similar, except the mouse
was left to navigate the beam unaided. Each mouse
received three testing trials with a large cylindrical
beam (approximately 1.59 cm diameter) on the first day
of training/testing, three testing trials with a medium
cylindrical beam (approximately 1.27 cm diameter)
on the following day and three testing trials with a
small square beam (approximately 0.6 cm on each
face) on the final day of the assay. Time to cross
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Fig. 1. Complement component 3 does not influence behavioral phenotypes in R6/2 mice. Behavioral readouts of disease progression were
measured at 4, 8, and 12 weeks of age using balance beam, rotarod and open field testing. Data at each time point were tested for statistically
significant differences using two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc tests. Survival was monitored throughout the study and survival
curves were tested for statistically significant differences using a Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. At 4 weeks of age, group sizes were as follows:
WT;C3+/+ (n = 15), WT;C3−/− (n = 11), R6/2;C3+/+ (n = 7), R6/2;C3−/− (n = 14). Error bars represent SEM. ∗∗p < 0.01 or ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001 for
main effect of the R6/2 transgene by two-way ANOVA. A) C3 protein levels in brains from 12 week old mice. As expected, we were unable
to detect C3 protein in brain from C3−/− mice. B) Rotarod. R6/2 mice fall off an accelerating rotarod sooner than WT littermates (significant
main effect of the R6/2 transgene at 4 weeks, F(1,43) = 7.581, p = 0.0086, 8 weeks F(1,42) = 38.91, p < 0.0001 and 12 weeks F(1,38) = 87.62,
p < 0.0001 of age), but this is not affected by C3 genotype (no significant effect of C3 genotype at any age) and there is no significant interaction
between the two factors. C) Balance Beam. R6/2 mice are slower to cross an elevated balance beam than WT littermates at 8 and 12 weeks of
age (significant main effect of the R6/2 transgene at 8 weeks F(1,43) = 68.36, p < 0.0001 and 12 weeks F(1,40) = 47.41, p < 0.0001 of age), but
this is not affected by C3 genotype (no significant main effect of C3 genotype at any age) and there is no significant interaction between the
two factors. D) Open field. R6/2 mice are less active in an open field than WT littermates (significant main effect of the R6/2 transgene at 4
weeks F(1,43) = 38.47, p < 0.0001, 8 weeks F(1,43) = 36.83, p < 0.0001 and 12 weeks F(1,40) = 45.84, p < 0.0001 of age), but this is not affected
by C3 genotype (no significant effect of C3 genotype at any age) and there is no significant interaction between the two factors. E) Weight.
Genotype does not significantly impact weight at early time points, but R6/2 mice weigh significantly less than WT mice starting at 8.3 weeks
of age (significant main effect of the R6/2 transgene F(1,43) = 6.07, p = 0.0178) and continuing through the course of the study. There is not
a significant effect of C3 genotype at any age, and there is no significant interaction between the two factors. F) Survival. Survival curves for
R6/2;C3+/+ and R6/2;C3−/− were not significantly different (p = 0.69).
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Fig. 2. C3 genotype does not alter expression of genes associated with disease progression in R6/2 mice. Littermates from each of the four
genotypes tested (n = 3/group) were sacrificed at 12 weeks of age (late stage of disease), and RNA was isolated from striatum. Expression of genes
relevant to disease progression was measured by qPCR. Two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc tests shows that expression of these
genes is not significantly different between R6/2;C3+/+ and R6/2;C3−/− mice at this age. Error bars represent SEM. ∗∗p < 0.01 or ∗∗∗p < 0.001
by Bonferroni post hoc test. n.s. = not significant. A and B) Expression levels of D1 dopamine receptor (D1 DAR) and preproenkephalin
(Penk) mRNA were lower in R6/2 mice than in WT mice, as expected (significant main effect of the R6/2 transgene, D1 DAR F(1,8) = 151.0,
p < 0.0001, Penk F(1,8) = 278.9, p < 0.0001). Unexpectedly, C3 deficiency also significantly decreased gene expression (significant main effect
of C3 genotype, D1 DAR F(1,8) = 34.6, p = 0.0004, Penk F(1,8) = 11.12, p = 0.01) and there was a significant interaction between the R6/2
transgene and C3 genotype (D1 DAR F(1,8) = 21.3, p = 0.0017, Penk F(1,8) = 12.83, p = 0.0072). Using Bonferroni post hoc tests, we found
that the effect of C3 genotype was confined to WT mice, as WT;C3−/− mice have lower levels of gene expression than WT;C3+/+ mice (D1
DA R p < 0.001, Penk p < 0.01) while R6/2;C3−/− mice are not significantly different from R6/2;C3+/+ mice (D1 DA R and Penk p > 0.05). C
and D) Expression levels of Heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90) and Caspase 3 were higher in R6/2 mice than in WT mice (significant main effect
of the R6/2 transgene Hsp90 F(1,8) = 11.89, p = 0.009, Caspase 3 F(1,8) = 5.37, p = 0.049) but there was no statistically significant effect of C3
genotype and no significant interaction between the R6/2 transgene and C3 genotype.

the beam was recorded for each trial and the three
trials on each beam were averaged to determine the
average time to cross for a given mouse on a given
beam. If the mouse fell off the beam, it was placed
back on the beam at the point where it fell and the
time it took to fall and be replaced was subtracted
from the total time for that trial. Data with the three
different sized beams gave similar results, so only
results from the medium sized beam are shown.

Rotarod
The same rotarod (Med Associates ENV-577M) was

used for all rotarod studies. At each time (4, 8, and 12
weeks of age), the rotarod assay began with three train-
ing trials where the rotarod was programmed to spin
at a constant rate of 16 rpm. During each training trial,
mice were allowed to remain on the rotarod until they
fell off or until 5 min had elapsed. Testing occurred
on the 4 days after training. On each day of testing,
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Fig. 3. Complement C3 mRNA and protein levels are not altered in R6/2 mice. R6/2 and WT littermates were sacrificed at 8 and 12 weeks
of age, and mRNA and protein levels were measured. Protein levels were determined in whole brain and in plasma, while mRNA levels were
measured in striatum. No significant differences were detected. Data were tested for statistically significant differences using t tests. Error bars
represent SEM. A and B) R6/2 and WT mice have similar levels of C3 mRNA expression in striatum at 8 weeks (n = 4/group) and 12 weeks
(n = 6/group) of age. C and D) R6/2 and WT mice have similar levels of C3 protein in brain at 8 weeks (n = 5/group) and 12 weeks n = 8/group)
of age. E and F) R6/2 and WT mice have similar levels of C3 protein in plasma at 8 weeks (n = 7–9/group) and 12 weeks (n = 6/group) of age.

mice received three trials during which the rotarod
was programmed to accelerate from 4 to 40 rpm over
a period of 5 min. Mice were allowed to remain on the
rotarod until they fell off or until 5 min had elapsed.

Latency to fall was recorded automatically by a photo-
beam beneath the rotarod. Latency to fall was averaged
across all four days of testing (twelve trials total for
each mouse at a given age).
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Survival
For survival studies mice were observed daily. Sur-

vival was evaluated as the time to which the mice either
died spontaneously, or lost >15% of their maximal
weight.

Quantitative real-time PCR
RNA was harvested from frozen mouse forebrain

(i.e., whole brain minus cerebellum) or striatum
[microdissected as described [28]] with an RNeasy
Mini kit (Qiagen, USA), according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. RNA was immediately reverse
transcribed to cDNA with Multiscribe™ reverse tran-
scriptase (Applied Biosystems, USA) and stored at
−20◦C.

For HD associated gene expression studies (data
in Fig. 2) and quantification of C3 mRNA (data in
Fig. 3), quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) was per-
formed using FAST SYBR Green Mastermix (Applied
Biosystems, USA) as provided by the manufacturer
and thermal cycling was performed using an ABI Prism
7900 HT Sequence Detector (Applied Biosystems,
USA) with the following program: UNG activa-
tion (50◦C for 2 min), initial denaturation (95◦C for
10 min), and then 40 cycles of denaturation (95◦C
for 15 seconds) then annealing and extension (60◦C for
1 min), followed by a disassociation stage for melting

curve analysis. Analysis of fluorescence data from
genes of interest and from the control genes ATP
synthase subunit 5b (Atp5b), ubiquitin C (UbC) and
eukaryotic initiation factor 4a2 (Aif4a2) [29] was per-
formed using the online analysis tool QPCR [30].

For characterization of complement related genes
(data in Table 2), qPCR was performed using SYBR
Green Mastermix (Applied Biosystems, USA) as pro-
vided by the manufacturer. Thermal cycling was
performed using an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detec-
tor (Applied Biosystems, USA) with the same program
described above. Amplification efficiency was cal-
culated for each primer pair using serially diluted
standards. This efficiency was used to convert thresh-
old cycle (number of PCR cycles required to reach
an arbitrary threshold fluorescence value) into relative
gene expression using the efficiency corrected delta Ct
method as described [31]. For each sample, expression
of the gene of interest was normalized to the control
gene Atp5b.

All data are expressed as a fold change compared to
WT mice, and all primers are listed in Table 1. Primers
were designed using the online Roche Universal Probe
Library Assay Design Center (Roche Applied Science,
USA) or the online tool Primer-BLAST (NCBI) except
complement component C5a receptor 1 (C5aR) [32],
C3 [33] and Factor B [33] primers whose sequences

Table 1
Primers used for qPCR

Gene Accession # Forward primer Reverse primer

1. Atp5b NM 016774 TGA GAG AGG TCC TAT CAA AAC CA ACC AGA ATC TCC TGC TCA ACA
2. C1 Inh NM 009776 GAA GCT GCC TAG TGA CCA AGA CAG CAG GAG GGT CAG TGG
3. C1q NM 007572 CAA GGA CTG AAG GGC GTG AA CAA GCG TCA TTG GGT TCT GC
4. C1qR NM 010740 TGA AAT AGA CGC CCT GAA AAC AAT CAA AGC CTG GGT TTA GGA
5. C4 NM 009780 TCT CAC AAA CCC CTC GAC AT AGC ATC CTG GAA CAC CTG AA
6. C5 NM 010406 GGA TTC AAG CGC ATA ATA GCA ACC CGG ATG TTG ACT CCT C
7. C6 NM 016704 TCC AGT ACT TGA GAT GTT TAC CAG A TTG AGG CAC GAG GTC CTT
8. C9 NM 013485 CCG AGT AGC GGA AGA ATC AG GGG CTC CAT CCC TAA GAT GT
9. Calreticulin NM 007591 TGA AGC TGT TTC CGA GTGGT GAT GAC ATG AAC CTT CTT GGT G
10. CD91 NM 008512 GGA CCA CCA TCG TGG AAA TCC CAG CCA CGG TGA TAG
11. Crry NM 013499 GCC TTC AGT CTC TGC TCACA AAT TCC GTG CTG GGC TAG T
12. DAF NM 010016 ACT GTT GAT TGG GAC GAT GAG TGG TGG CTC TGG ACA ATG TA
13. Factor B NM 001142706 GCT ACA GTC CCC AAA GTGTT CAT GCT ATA CAC AGC CTG GA
14. Protectin NM 007652 GAT GCT GCC AGT TJA ACT TGT G GAG GTC CCC AGC AAT GGT
15. C3 NMJ)09778 CAC CGC CAA GAA TCG CTAC GAT CAG GTG TTT CAG CCG C
16. C5aR NM 007577 GGG ATG TTG CAG CCC TTA TCA CGC CAG ATT CAG AAA CC AG ATG
17. Caspase 3 NM 009810 TCA TTC AGG CCT GCC GGG GT TGG ATG AAC CAC GAC CCG TCC
18. D1 DAR NM 010076 TGT TTG AAA TGT TTA CAA GGT GTT C CAG TCA GCC CTT CCT TCA GT
19. Eif4a2 NM 013506 GAA GCC CCT CAC ATT GTT GT GCT TCG TCC AAA ACG AAC AT
20. Hsp90 NM 010480 AGG CTT TGC AGG CTG GTG CAG TCC ACG ACC CAT TGG TTC ACC TGT
21. Penk NM 001002927 CCC AGG CGA CAT CAA TTT TCT CCC AGA TTT TGA AAG AAG G
22. Thrombin NM 010168 TGG CCT GCG GCC TTT GTT CG TCA CCT GCC AGG GGG CGA T
23. UbC NM 019639 AGC CCA GTG TTA CCA CCA AG CTA AGA CAC CTC CCC CAT CA

Primers 1–14 were run with SYBR Green mastermix and an ABI 7700 thermal cycler. Primers 15–23 were run with Fast SYBR Green mastermix
and an ABI 7900 HT thermal cycler. Atp5b and C3 primers were run in both sets of conditions.
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were taken from published literature. Primer speci-
ficity was evaluated using Primer-BLAST (NCBI) and
melting curve analysis.

C3 protein levels
To isolate protein, fresh frozen brain was homog-

enized in 1X TBS buffer with 1X protease inhibitor
(Roche Applied Science, USA) and spun at 10,000 ×g
for 90 min at 4◦C. A Pierce BCA protein assay kit
(Thermo Scientific, USA) was used to determine
protein concentration in the supernatant. Blood was
collected via cardiac puncture and spun in the presence
of EDTA. C3 protein levels in the supernatant and in
plasma were quantified using a C3 ELISA kit (ICL Inc.,
Portland, OR) per the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistics
All statistical analysis was performed using Prism

(Graphpad, La Jolla, CA).

RESULTS

We sought to determine the effect of genetic
deficiency of complement protein C3 on disease pro-
gression in the R6/2 transgenic mouse model of HD.
To accomplish this, we crossed R6/2 mice to C3−/−
mice. Breeding the progeny of this cross (R6/2;C3+/−
males crossed to WT;C3+/− females) gave us mice of
the four different genotypes we studied: WT;C3+/+,
WT;C3−/−, R6/2;C3+/+, and R6/2;C3−/−.

C3−/− mice do not have detectable levels of C3
protein in brain

In order to verify the efficacy of genetic deletion of
C3, we used an ELISA to measure C3 protein levels
in brains from mice of all four genotypes we stud-
ied (n = 3/genotype). These brains were dissected and
striatum was used for qPCR experiments (Fig. 2) while
the remaining brain material was used for C3 protein
detection. As expected, we were unable to detect C3
protein in brains from C3−/− mice on either a WT or
R6/2 background (Fig. 1A).

C3 genotype does not alter behavioral deficits in
R6/2 mice

We chose to evaluate behaviors at 4, 8, and 12 weeks
of age. These ages correspond to early-, mid- and
late-stage disease, respectively [34]. The balance beam
and rotarod assays are tests of motor coordination,

while the open field test affords insight into gen-
eral activity levels and anxiety related behavior. In
each assay, the R6/2 transgene had a dramatic and
age-dependent effect, as expected (Fig. 1). However,
R6/2;C3−/− mice were not significantly different from
R6/2;C3+/+ mice in any of the behavioral outcomes
measured at any time (Fig. 1). In addition to these
behavioral readouts, we saw no significant effects of
C3 genotype on weight loss or survival in these mice
(Fig. 1).

C3 genotype does not alter expression of genes
associated with disease progression in R6/2 mice

We used qPCR to measure mRNA levels of genes
associated with disease progression in the striatum of
12 week old mice. Transcriptional dysregulation is a
widely recognized feature of HD and mouse models of
HD. It is not clear whether or not these gene expres-
sion changes are causative to pathogenesis, but they
are correlated with disease progression and therefore
offer another surrogate marker of disease progression.
We chose to evaluate two genes whose expression is
increased and two genes whose expression is decreased
by the R6/2 transgene.

Expression levels of D1 dopamine receptor (D1 DA
R) and preproenkephalin (Penk) decline sharply over
the course of disease in R6/2 mice and in human HD
patients [35, 36]. Both of these genes are expressed
by medium spiny neurons that are lost in disease, and
each gene could contribute to dysfunctional signaling
in those neurons.

Heat shock protein 90 (Hsp90) is a member of the
heat shock family of proteins and its activity may play a
role in disease progression in R6/2 mice [37]. Microar-
ray data suggests that it is upregulated in brains of R6/2
mice [22]. Similarly, caspase 3 expression is upregu-
lated in brains of R6/2 mice and may be important for
disease progression [38].

Brains from 12 week old R6/2 mice (late-stage dis-
ease) should have lower levels of D1 DA R and Penk
but higher levels of Hsp90 and caspase 3 than brains
from 12 week old WT mice. Our studies reproduced
this expected effect of the R6/2 transgene, but also
showed that, in R6/2 mice, C3 genotype did not modu-
late expression of these genes (Fig. 2). Unexpectedly,
C3 genotype decreased expression of D1 DA R and
Penk in WT mice.

In addition to genes associated with HD, we
attempted to measure prothrombin gene expression
because previous studies have shown that thrombin can
partially compensate for loss of C3 in C3−/− mice [12].
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Table 2
Expression of complement related genes in brain from 12 week old R6/2 and WT mice

Gene Function in complement cascade Fold change p value
in R6/2 vs.

WT

C1q Initiation/propagation 0.83 0.105
C3 Initiation/propagation 0.94 0.861
C4 Propagation of activation 1.24 0.282
Factor B Propagation of activation 0.87 0.460
C5 Signaling, part of MAC Not detectable
C6 Part of MAC Not detectable
C9 Part of MAC Not detectable
C1 Inh Soluble inhibitor 1.24 0.097
Crry Membrane bound inhibitor 0.77 0.146
DAF Membrane bound inhibitor 0.85 0.031∗
Protectin Membrane bound inhibitor 0.74 0.083
C1qR Phagocytosis, receptor for C1q, MBL 0.92 0.329
C5aR Inflammatory signaling, receptor for C5a 0.72 0.005∗∗
Calreticulin Phagocytosis, receptor for C1q, MBL 1.23 0.221
CD91 Phagocytosis, receptor for C1q, MBL 1.05 0.814

Comparison of gene expression in late-stage R6/2 (n = 5) and age-matched WT (n = 4) forebrain. Listed p values are from t tests (∗p < 0.05,
∗∗p < 0.01). For genes described as “not detectable” in these brain samples, primers were verified by their ability to detect gene expression in
positive control tissue (liver) [47]. Abbreviations: MAC (Membrane Attack Complex), MBL (Mannose Binding Lectin).

However, when using primers that reliably detected
prothrombin in positive control tissue (WT liver) the
brain levels of this gene were below the limit of reli-
able detection in mice of all four genotypes (data not
shown).

Complement C3 mRNA and protein levels are not
altered in R6/2 mice

We used qPCR to quantify C3 mRNA expression
in striatum from 4, 8, and 12 week old R6/2 and WT
mice. Low levels of C3 mRNA were found at each
age, but the presence of the R6/2 transgene did not
significantly alter C3 expression at any age (Fig. 3;
data from 4 weeks not shown).

We used a C3 ELISA to quantify C3 protein levels
in brains and plasma from 8 and 12 week old R6/2
and WT mice. In both 8 and 12 week old mice, R6/2
genotype did not significantly alter C3 protein levels
(Fig. 3).

Expression of many complement related genes is
not altered in the brains of R6/2 mice

To gain a broader understanding of the status of
the complement cascade, we used qPCR to quantify
mRNA levels of complement genes in forebrains from
12 week old R6/2 and WT mice. We chose the genes
to analyze from several types of genes: complement
components that initiate and/or propagate activation of

the complement cascade [complement components 1q,
3, 4 (C1q, C3, C4) and Factor B], downstream com-
plement components that form the membrane attack
complex [complement components 5, 6 and 9 (C5, C6,
C9)], soluble and membrane-bound inhibitors of com-
plement activation [C1 Inhibitor (C1 Inh), complement
receptor-related protein y (Crry), decay accelerating
factor (DAF) and Protectin], and receptors thought to
be involved in complement signaling [C1q receptor
1 (C1qR aka CD93), C5aR, calreticulin, and low den-
sity lipoprotein receptor-related protein 1 (CD91)]. We
observed few significant differences in gene expres-
sion (Table 2). Of note, C4, a complement gene
that is highly upregulated in human HD brain sam-
ples [9, 10, 39], was not significantly upregulated
in R6/2 mice. Generally, the large-scale upregula-
tion of complement-related genes that is observed in
human HD brains is not paralleled in late-stage R6/2
brains.

DISCUSSION

The complement cascade is a powerful effector arm
of the immune system and exerts a profound influence
on disease progression in several mouse models of neu-
rodegenerative disease. Elements of the complement
cascade are upregulated in the brains of human HD
patients at early and late stages of disease progression.
However, our behavioral and gene expression exper-
iments conclusively show that genetic deletion of C3
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does not alter these aspects of disease progression in
the R6/2 mouse model of HD.

Our data stand in contrast to work showing that
C3−/− mice modulate pathogenesis in other models of
neurodegeneration. In one example, genetic deletion of
C3 exacerbates neurodegeneration in a mouse model
of AD [20]. This illustrates that ubiquitous, lifelong C3
deficiency can strongly influence brain health in a set-
ting of chronic neurodegeneration. We hypothesized
that this would also be true for chronic neurodegen-
eration induced by expression of a fragment of the
mutant gene that causes HD. Further, we hypothesized
that C3 deficiency would likely be protective, rather
than detrimental, in this model of HD because blocking
complement signaling downstream of C3 using a C5aR
antagonist reduces lesion size in rats injected with
3-nitroproprionic acid (3-NP), a mitochondrial toxin
used to model HD [40]. Interestingly, one of the few
significant complement related changes we observed
in R6/2 mice is a downregulation of the C5aR. Since
antagonizing this receptor is protective in the 3-NP
model of HD, perhaps this decrease in C5aR expres-
sion is a compensatory response. If so, administration
of a C5aR antagonist may enhance this effect and offer
protection in R6/2 mice as well.

It is possible that C3 deficiency alters disease pro-
gression in other studies but not in ours because C3
deficiency has multiple positive and negative effects
that offset each other in R6/2 mice. We hypothesized
that C3 could exacerbate pathogenesis by contributing
to synapse loss or detrimental pro-inflammatory sig-
naling, but C3 in the brain may also have protective
effects. For example, C3−/− mice have reduced neu-
rogenesis [41], while increased neurogenesis seems
to be beneficial in mouse models of HD [42]. Also,
C3−/− mice are unable to produce C3a and several
studies have shown that C3a signaling can protect cells
from inflammatory injury [43–45]. Alternatively, any
effects of C3 deficiency, positive or negative, may be
masked in R6/2 mice because immune cells, including
microglia, are abnormal in HD [4]. The consequences
of atypical immune cells in HD have not yet been fully
explored, but they could include altered responses to
complement. If such changes are present in HD but not
in other neurodegenerative conditions, then this might
help explain why C3 deficiency modulates pathogene-
sis in other degenerative conditions but not in the R6/2
model of HD.

The lack of effect of C3 deficiency in our study
implies that there are important differences between
our study and related studies where manipulations of
complement do impact neurodegeneration. One fea-

ture that is seen in many such studies but absent in our
experiments is significant complement upregulation.
In AD and mouse models of AD, many comple-
ment components in the brain will bind to aggregated
extracellular amyloid beta and indeed studies suggest
that altering complement activity in AD brain alters
removal of these plaques [46]. Though mutant hunt-
ingtin does aggregate, the intracellular location of these
aggregates decreases their availability for binding by
complement and thus removes one stimulus that could
trigger complement activation. However, there is com-
plement upregulation both in human HD and in the
3NP model of HD despite the presumed absence of
extracellular protein aggregates. This complement cas-
cade upregulation may be in response to unknown cues,
perhaps similar to those that activate complement syn-
thesis during development. A second possibility is that
complement in HD brains and in the 3NP model of
HD is upregulated in response to neuronal death. The
complement cascade is involved in removing dead or
damaged cells throughout the body, and may play that
role in the brain as well. There is significant neuronal
death in human HD brains and in brains of rats injected
with 3-NP, but there is little neuronal death in the R6/2
mouse model of HD. A third possible explanation for
the lack of complement upregulation in our study is
that we housed our mice in sterile conditions. Immune
cells from HD patients and models of HD respond
abnormally to immune stimulation [4] and this initial
abnormal response may be necessary for other immune
system changes. If so, complement upregulation in HD
patients may be the result of an interplay between the
disease causing mutation and normal bouts of immune
system activation that are presumably lacking in mice
housed in pathogen-free colonies.

Regardless of the mechanisms governing comple-
ment expression, the discrepancy between large scale
complement upregulation in HD patients and few
alterations in the complement system in R6/2 mice
highlights the need to use multiple animal models
of disease in order to explore disease mechanisms.
Specifically, any future studies of the complement sys-
tem in HD should consider models other than the R6/2
mouse model in the hope that other models will more
accurately reflect the status of the complement sys-
tem in human HD patients. Our qPCR data, along with
microarray data from other studies [22], illustrate that
the complement upregulation seen in HD is not a phe-
nomenon that is mirrored in the R6/2 mouse model of
HD. Here, we have also shown that completely remov-
ing C3 does not alter disease associated behavioral and
gene expression changes in R6/2 mice.
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